ABSTRACT: Vacancy dynamics and ordering underpin the electrochemical functionality of complex oxides and strongly couple to their physical properties. In the field of the epitaxial thin films, where connection between chemistry and film properties can be most clearly revealed, the eff ects related to oxygen vacancies are attracting increasing attention. In this article, we report a direct, real-time, atomic level observation of the formation of oxygen vacancies in the epitaxial LaCoO3 thin films and heterostructures under the influence of the electron beam utilizing scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). In the case of LaCoO3/SrTiO3 superlattice, the formation of the oxygen vacancies is shown to produce quantifiable changes in the interatomic distances, as well as qualitative changes in the symmetry of the Co sites manifested as off -center displacements. The onset of these changes was observed in both the [100]pc and [110]pc orientations in real time. Additionally, annular bright field images directly show the formation of oxygen vacancy channels along [110]pc direction. In the case of 15 u.c. LaCoO3 thin film, we observe the sequence of events during beam-induced formation of oxygen vacancy ordered phases and find them consistent with similar processes in the bulk. Moreover, we record the dynamics of the nucleation, growth, and defect interaction at the atomic scale as these transformations happen. These results demonstrate that we can track dynamic oxygen vacancy behavior with STEM, generating atomic-level quantitative information on phase transformation and oxygen diff usion.
metal−insulator transitions and also modify magnetic and electronic transport properties. 2, 5, 9 Similarly, the formation and dynamics of oxygen vacancies directly control the electrochemical functionality of oxides in applications, such as solid oxide fuel cells, electrolyte membranes, and oxygen sensors. 10−12 Interestingly, many recent results illustrate that reversible vacancy redistribution in oxides is possible at room temperature and below in sufficiently high electric fields. 13−15 These studies, many of which emerged in the last several years, suggest that static and dynamic oxygen vacancy behavior is crucial for understanding the physical functionalities of oxides. 4 Emergent applications such as electroresistive memories, 16 memristive systems, 17 electrochromic devices, 18 as well as recently suggested ionically controlled magnetic structures, 19 illustrate the range of practical applications for these phenomena.
The recognized roles of vacancies in bulk oxide functionalities have been extensively explored in the context of bulk electrochemical and scattering studies. 1, 2 Locally, the dual role of vacancies as charge and disclination centers leads to nontrivial behavior in the vicinity of structural defects and interfaces. Recently, these have become accessible to electron microscopy studies through observation of ordering patterns, chemical expansivity-induced lattice strains, changes in oxidation states, or marker cations. In particular, studies of systems, such as La1−xSrxCoO2.5, La1−xSrxMnO2. 29 Here, we demonstrate that the same level of advanced characterization is possible for the dynamic behavior of oxygen vacancies, and phenomena, such as crystallization of a vacancy-ordered phase, dynamics of the antiphase boundary, and ordered structure evolution, can be observed in real time on an atomic level. Specifically, we explore vacancy (Vo) dynamics using two model systems: one with spatially confined areas of an oxygen conducting material, namely LaCoO3/SrTiO3 (5 u.c. LCO/5 u.c. STO) superlattice, and one where the oxygen conducting material is not confined, namely 6 nm thick (15 u.c.) LaCoO3 film on a LSAT substrate. We observe structure parameter changes as a function of the electron beam exposure, as well as direct changes in the column occupancies. These studies are enabled through direct, time-resolved observation of interatomic distances, oxygen and cation sublattice distortions, and lattice occupancies on a single unit cell level.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
High angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images of the superlattice were taken along the pseudocubic [100] direction ( Figure 1A ). In this imaging mode, atomic columns with higher atomic number 27, 28 al. Z appear brighter (approximately proportional to Z 2 ) 30 and so the three brighter LCO blocks can be clearly seen between the dimmer STO layers. Thickness measurements via low-loss electron energy loss spectroscopy show that the sample has a wedge-type geometry, with thickness in the beam direction varying from ∼11 nm for the outermost LCO block to ∼18 nm for the innermost one ( Figure S1 ). The three images in Figure  1A were taken at diff erent times during a continuous beam exposure experiment. To get quantitative insight into beaminduced changes, we also use the HAADF images to determine the positions of the atomic columns; this approach to aberration-corrected image analysis has emerged in the past few years (see, e.g. refs 31−35) and can give precisions as fine as 4 pm in STEM. 26 The atomic positions are used to calculate lattice spacings in every unit cell. The resulting lattice spacing maps (where each pixel corresponds to one unit cell) are overlaid with the respective images in Figure 1A .
Comparing the three HAADF images, it can be seen that, while the initial contrast inside the LCO blocks is uniform, the prolonged exposure to the electron beam over >20 min (1170 scans) leads to the appearance of dark planes in the middle of each block. The changes are even starker in the lattice spacing maps: in the initial state, we see only a small variation from LCO to STO, reflecting the diff erence in the respective lattice parameters. In the intermediate and final stages, considerable variation is observed within the LCO blocks. The brightest layers in the lattice spacing maps show the areas of largest lattice expansion and coincide with the dark planes in the HAADF images. Comparison with previous studies of this and other perovskite systems allows us to interpret dark/expanded planes as planes with increased vacancy concentration. The STO layers evidently confine vacancy motion to the 5-unit-cell thick LaCoO3 layers, dictating the in-plane character of the ordering. The full sequence of images and maps is given in Movie S1.
Close examination of Figure 1A reveals several other patterns. The ordering appears to proceed the fastest in the top LCO block (T-LCO), and progressively slower in the middle (M-LCO) and the bottom (B-LCO) blocks. Addition-ally, before the final ordered state is established, the LCO blocks often show lateral inhomogeneities in vacancy distribution; for example, the vacancy ordered state in the M-LCO is propagating from the left to the right side in Movie S1. This behavior is consistent with a nucleation and growth scenario, classical behavior for nucleation controlled first-order transitions.
The observed phenomena can be ascribed to either beaminduced reduction of the material (creation of vacancies), or ordering of preexisting vacancies. In any 5-unit cell LCO block, the central layer (layer 3) appears to accumulate vacancies, and other layers behave depending on the proximity to the central layer. We will heretofore refer to the layers adjacent to the center (layers 2 and 4) as the "adjacent layers", and the layers 1 and 5 as the "peripheral layers". To gain insight into the nature of the observed transformations, we quantitatively examine the evolution of the lattice spacings in the T-LCO block, averaging over the central layer (red curve), two adjacent layers (black curve), and two peripheral layers (blue curve) separately; the green curve (star) gives the average over the whole block in Figure 1B . Since lattice spacings in these materials are linearly dependent on oxygen stoichiometry, 1, 26, 36 this will allow us to see the changes in the total vacancy content as well as its distribution. Figure 1B shows that the average spacing changes very little: from 3.80 to 3.87 Å. The average spacing in the central LCO layer gradually increases and then saturates at 4.48 Å, indicating oxygen depletion, while the average spacing in the two adjacent layers decrease and saturate at 3.58 Å, indicating oxygen enrichment compared to the initial state. These spacing values are very close to those observed for fully tetrahedral (CoO) and fully octahedral (CoO2) layers, respectively, in brownmillerite polytypes La2Co2O5 and La3Co3O8. 37, 38 The average spacing in the two peripheral layers stays constant at 3.86 Å. Given linear behavior of spacing with respect to composition, these observations suggest that (a) in the initial state before electron beam exposure, the LCO in the LCO/ STO superlattice contains a substantial amount of vacancies, with an overall composition around LaCoO2.76 (8% vacancies), and (b) the impact of the electron beam is primarily in rearrangement and ordering of these existing vacancies, with a very small contribution from vacancy injection. A schematic of the structural transformation happening during vacancy order-ing is given in Figure 1D . Figure 1C compares the time dependence of the average spacings in the middle (oxygen-depleted) layer of the three LCO blocks. While the starting lattice spacing is the same, and the data almost converge to the same final spacing, corresponding to the CoO stoichiometry, the time scales vary by a factor of 12. We believe that this behavior is primarily driven by the diff erences in thickness and can be explained by considering the most likely mechanism of the beam-induced changes, namely knock-on interaction of the electrons with the oxygen atoms in the lattice. In a zone axis crystal, the intensity seen by any atom site is strongly aff ected by the channeling of the probe along the atomic columns. For a very similar LaMnO3 crystal, it was calculated that the O atoms located in the Mn/O columns feel a peak electron concentration enhanced by a factor of 5 relative to the incident probe intensity, within about 5 nm of the entrance surface, whereas the atoms in the pure O columns see only a 2-fold enhancement over about 10 nm. 39 Hence in the thinner crystals the knock on damage rates can be significantly enhanced.
To get further insight into the structural changes accompanying vacancy redistribution, beam-induced ordering was also studied in the [110] pseudocubic orientation. This orientation allows us to observe details of the structure of brownmillerite-like oxygen depleted layers, such as 1D vacancy channels 40 and Co displacements, due to the formation of tetrahedral CoO4 units. 41 Additionally, in the [110] pseudo-cubic direction oxygen octahedral tilts in the perovskite-like layers can be visualized.
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These observations will allow us to study if diff erent structural distortions happen gradually or abruptly, and whether diff erent distortions happen simulta-neously. Additionally, close examination of the structure of the oxygen depleted planes will potentially enable us to confirm the saturation composition of the layer.
Representative HAADF images taken before and after sustained electron beam exposure are given in Figure 2A . La−La spacing increases in the middle LCO layer, similar to the observations in the [100] direction, can be clearly seen in the map in Figure 2B ; the changes happen on a similar time scale. In addition to the La sublattice changes, in the final state we can also see brownmillerite-like changes in Co positions (indicated by arrows in the HAADF image): Co columns shift laterally in alternating directions, forming pairs inside the depleted plane (a map of in-plane Co shifts is given in Figure 2C ). The final diff erence between larger and smaller Co−Co distances is 0.52 ± 0.15 Å. Figure 2D shows the time dependence of both the La−La spacing and average Co shift; the two parameters follow the same approximate profile, suggesting that these changes are simultaneous.
Further evidence for a fully tetrahedral depleted plane can be obtained from the examination of the simultaneously acquired annular bright field (ABF) images ( Figure 2E) ; ABF images can visualize oxygen columns along with those of cations. In the middle layer of the LCO block in the initial state two distinct types of oxygen columns can be seen, one displaced slightly above and one slightly below the cation plane due to octahedral tilts. In the final state, however, the oxygen column contrast in the depleted layer is gone, while it is still present in the perovskite-like blocks, which is consistent with a fully tetrahedral brownmillerite layer where oxygen columns overlap with Co in the [110] pseudocubic projection. At intermediate stages of the experiment, we see that the oxygen columns above the cation plane disappear first, while the oxygen columns below the cation plane are still present in the depleted layer (see Figure S3 ). This result is consistent with a recent computational study showing that oxygen vacancies are energetically more stable in the position above the cation plane. 42 The observations in Figures 1 and 2 illustrate that the e-beam irradiation of the LCO/STO superlattice leads to ordering of preexisting oxygen vacancies in LCO into (001) These studies can be expanded further to observe the interactions of nuclei formed at diff erent locations. An example of such an observation is shown in Figure 3 , illustrating formation of two distinct brownmillerite nuclei shifted vertically by 1 u.c. with respect to each other. This kink in the vacancy plane is eff ectively a segment of antiphase boundary, and is thus associated with increased energy. As more energy is being pumped into the system with additional beam exposure, the kink disappears: the brownmillerite nucleus on the left splits the originally depleted plane in two, and the final state has two oxygen depleted planes, each with a lower population of oxygen vacancies than the original one, but no antiphase boundaries.
These observations directly reveal the atomic-level mechanisms underlying macroscopic electrochemical behaviors in these systems. For example, Chen et al. 43 have shown that the expansion due to reduction of LSCO bulk materials shows "hysteresis behavior", including rapid expansion upon a change of PO2 with subsequent slow secondary relaxation. Our in situ Vo ordering experiments demonstrate diff erent stages of vacancy transport and provide a framework for quantitative kinetic studies with single unit-cell resolution.
To illustrate this possibility, we conduct a similar experiment on LCO films on LSAT substrates; due to epitaxial strain conditions, 24, 44 vacancy ordering in this case is also in-plane, providing a good comparison with the superlattice case. Figure 4A shows a set of HAADF images of diff erent stages of the beam exposure experiment, overlaid with the corresponding out-ofplane La−La spacing maps. Similar to the superlattice case, the ordered arrangement is quickly established. However, unlike the superlattice case, the ordered arrangement is first established as a 2:1 brownmillerite polytype (with 2 u.c.
perovskite blocks), and later converts into 1:1 brownmillerite; these changes are clearly visible in the lattice parameter maps of the images ( Figure 4A ) and map profiles given in Figure  4B . This evolution is strongly reminiscent of the sequence of transformations when bulk LCO is reduced, first forming LaCoO2.67 and then LaCoO2.5 (see schematic in Figure  4C ). 37, 38 The newly generated oxygen vacancies appear to travel mostly in horizontal direction (parallel to the substrate), and sometimes also in the vertical direction, as shown in Figure 3 . We are currently using this information to investigate the energetics of the oxygen vacancy motion using density functional theory (DFT) calculations. We are further planning to use DFT findings to enable the control of the direction of oxygen vacancy transport using electron beam ( Figure S3 ).
This work represents a significant step forward with respect to existing literature. Previously, the ability to image and quantify static oxygen vacancies in defective perovskites was demonstrated. In this article we observe dynamic behavior of oxygen vacancies as they migrate and form under the influence of the electron beam, with atomic resolution and in real time. The comparatively small electron probe current in STEM mode (∼pA), coupled with typical dwell time per pixel of just 4−6 μs, provides for the ideal combination of our observation speed and the process speed, conditions that would be harder to achieve using much higher beam current or (nonscanning) TEM mode. STEM allows us to directly observe and quantify the lattice changes due to the oxygen vacancy formation, as well as dynamic interplay between layers with diff erent oxygen vacancy concentrations (see Figures 3 and 4) . While previously reported results were very useful for refining the predictions for the energetics of vacancy formation and oxygen diff usion in diff erent crystallographic directions, this article takes us a few steps closer to directly observing ion diff usion paths in their full complexity.
Article CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated that vacancy dynamics and ordering in oxides can be tracked quantitatively at the single column level through observation of interatomic strains. Here, we observe the eff ect of the collective motion of oxygen vacancies on the underlying lattice with atomic resolution, rather than single oxygen vacancy eff ect. Our in situ observations demonstrate nucleation of vacancy ordered planes, dynamics of antiphase boundaries, and energy-driven splitting of the oxygen vacancy planes. Furthermore, observations of Co−Co pairing confirm the formation of brownmillerite from vacancy-ordered perovskite, allowing solid-state reaction pathways to be separated on a single unit-cell level. The concomitant changes in the Co− O−Co bond length are also visualized at the atomic scale. We have observed dynamically the lateral propagation of a vacancy plane from the nucleation site, as well as interaction of the two vacancy planes to form brownmillerite structure via vertical transport. Crucially, the processes we observe follow the same general sequence of events as seen in bulk phase trans-formations, suggesting that electron beam does not fundamen-tally change energy landscape of the system but rather alleviates some of the energy barriers.
METHODS
Thin Film Synthesis and STEM Sample Preparation. The LaCoO3/SrTiO3 superlattices and LaCoO3 thin films were grown on SrTiO3 and La0.3Sr0.7Al0.65Ta0.35O3 (LSAT) substrates, respectively, by pulsed laser deposition under identical processing conditions with 200 mTorr O2 at 650 °C and maintained with 200 Torr O2 gas down to room temperature. Film growth was monitored with in situ RHEED. Prior to deposition, SrTiO3 substrates were subjected to the typical HF-etch process and subsequent anneal at 1000 °C for 2 h to get the atomically flat TiO2-terminated surface. LSAT substrates are annealed at 1000 °C for 2 h to improve the surface quality. Samples for STEM analysis were prepared in cross sections oriented along the 100 and 110 pseudocubic directions using precision polishing followed by Ar ion milling.
STEM Imaging and Analysis. Aberration corrected STEM images were recorded using Nion UltraSTEM 200, operated at 200 kV and equipped with a Gatan Enfinium electron energy loss spectrometer (used for collecting thickness information in Figure S1 ). To perform in situ observation of oxygen vacancy ordering, we collected the sequential images via continued scans of the regions of interest in LaCoO3 film or superlattice. The details of scanning conditions for data sets corresponding to each figure are given in the Table S1 . Regardless of the zone axis orientation of the LCO/STO superlattice sample, similar behavior was observed (see Movie S1 and Movie S3). Moreover, vacancy ordering was also observed using a 100 kV Nion UltraSTEM under similar scanning conditions. Atom coordinates were determined via center-of-mass refinement method; see more details in Supporting Information. 
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